Emerging Saint Scientists and science

Prince Andrew School



I was fortunate to travel from
Cape Town on the RMS St. Helena
and found an interesting book in
the shop on-board titled:
‘Schooling in the South Atlantic
Islands 1661-1992’, by Dorothy
Evans. I’d like to read a little
passage to set the scene, as it did
for me whilst sailing out here.

“The remoteness and isolation of the island have had a profound
effect in determining its history and, within this, the development of
the education system. Discovered in 1502, it was not until 1659 that
St. Helena became an important British trading post for the East India
Company. Systems for the government and welfare of Company
employees and settlers were developed and the first school was
established in 1673. As the story of education has developed systems
have come and gone. Fluctuating periods of hardship and prosperity,
and strategic happenings on the island, have fundamentally affected
the very lifeline of its people and, accordingly, the nature and
organization of schooling.”



“Such events include the presence Napoleon which
brought a big increase in population and temporary
prosperity; the abolition of slavery on the island; the
transition of the government from the Company to the
Crown; the decline of the trade routes via St. Helena
and the Cape and the corresponding emptiness of the
ocean around St. Helena; the presence of as many Boer
Prisoners as there were islanders and all the ‘busyness’ which they generated among St Helenians; and
the rise and decline of the once flourishing flax
industry.”



“Throughout these happenings, education has sought to equip
the younger generation with the skills to cope with both the
present and the future. School systems have begun and ended,
or perhaps evolved into others, masterminded by indomitable
educationalists on whose shoulders others have been able to
stand in order to try to see the way forward – stalwarts in the
form of island teachers; island craftsmen; visiting advisors; UK
and St Helenian government officers and generous benefactors
such as the Church, the Benevolent Society and the Rebecca
Hussey Charity.”



“From the time when parents in 1678 were exhorted to be
‘friends to their children’ by sending them to school, to the
present day when the young people of St. Helena declare for
themselves in their school song that ‘we are the future of our
island’, an important story of schooling on the island has
developed. This story shows for all time that ‘its schools have a
story they are proud to tell of a work that is always worthwhile’.”



Prince Andrew School has been a pleasant surprise to
me by being equally equipped in science teaching
facilities as most maintained schools in England,
furthermore the pupils relationship with their terrestrial
and marine environment is making Biology and Marine
Science teaching very enjoyable. Pupils here are at
least as inquisitive as those that I’ve taught elsewhere
and this is the only real pre-requisite for science study.



As young people on St. Helena we know that we are
fortunate to have a beautiful island to live on and a
good school to learn in, it would be easy to take these
things for granted, but parents and grandparents remind
us of how lucky we are.



St. Helena is changing faster than it probably ever has
with the airport up and running and the likelihood of
more and more visitors to the island there will be
changes due to tourism and opportunities for Saints to
capitalise through their enterprise and hospitality. The
most important thing will always be to conserve the
beauty and uniqueness of the island in order to keep St.
Helena as attractive in the future as it is now.



It is quite possible, even likely, that most if not all
Prince Andrew pupils will use science in some way in
their lives in the future. Most industries use technology
and scientific methods in some way and it’s likely that
this will be more and more as time goes by. We all use
the products of science and technology in our personal
lives most days already and this is also going to
increase.



In Marine Science we have studied “The Marine
Environment”; “Systematics and biodiversity”; “Anatomy and
physiology”; “Distribution and abundance”; and “Fisheries
resources”. This has given us some real knowledge and
insights into the marine environment and how people
interact with the Oceans of the World. This is particularly
important on an island as we will always have jobs and
industries that are to do with the marine environment.



We have studied the problem of marine plastics and
know that it is a huge problem globally, as tiny microplastics build up in food chains, in other words ‘bioaccumulate’, and cause the death of many marine
animals. Larger items of plastic waste can entangle
animals and a lot of this waste is not biodegradable so
remains in the oceans for long periods of time repeating
the damage over and over.



Much of the marine plastic comes from the terrestrial
environment where it is blown by the wind into the ocean and
is something that can be tackled by education and changing
the behaviour of people. In most parts of the World now
waste is disposed of in ways that allow easier sorting of
recyclable materials. As people change their behaviour and
are educated about the importance of doing so, they become
more willing and able to help solve the problems surrounding
waste. They are more likely to reduce, re-use or recycle the
waste and achieve satisfaction from doing so; they develop an
environmental conscience.



This should become a priority on St. Helena in order to
preserve and protect our beautiful island.



The board you can see here is made up of items of
plastic that were collected from a 4x4 meter area of
Sandy Bay beach just before Christmas, it is mainly
bottle tops, fishing line and various unknown pieces of
plastic between 1cm and 20cm in length. A project that
we plan to attempt in school in the near future is using
a 3D printer to create the parts for a device which
floats on the surface of the sea and traps floating
debris, but not living things.



Another project that we are in the process of
completing at this time is the building and setting up of
a marine aquarium in the school reception area, this has
provided some real challenges and involved a lot of
research. Luckily some of the team from Georgia
Aquarium have agreed to help us with this later on this
week whilst they are here.



We screened a short film in school recently called ‘The
Smog of the Sea’:

“After years of hearing about the famous “garbage patches” in
the ocean’s gyres, the crew is stunned to learn that the
patches are a myth: the waters stretching to the horizon are
clear blue, with no islands of trash in sight. But as the crew
sieves the water and sorts through their haul, a more
disturbing reality sets in: a fog of micro plastics permeates the
world’s oceans, trillions of nearly invisible plastic shards
making their way up the marine food chain. You can clean up a
garbage patch, but how do you stop a fog?”



We have shortened and edited the film to show you here
today, we also include some footage from our own efforts at
beach clean-ups and observing the shoreline environments.
The film is titled ‘The Smog of the Sea’. It has inspired us to
build a net to tow behind a boat around the island to sample
the plastic in the ocean and compare it with the results from
the film. We will film our sampling and send it to the website
of the film makers.



Conclusion



As you can see from the film the problem caused by
plastics is very worrying and an example of how the
terrestrial and marine environments are linked. We
hope that we can find ways of tackling this problem
before it becomes too late.

Mr Coates’ summary


St. Helena has a very concentrated history from the
very rock we stand on in geological terms having been
here for a mere blink of an eye in comparison to the
greater continental land masses; to the approximately
500 year history of a human population living here.
However, what St. Helena lacks in longevity, she makes
up for in other respects. Not least of which is a
scientific heritage more notable per head of population
or square mile of land than probably any other claims
along such lines. I have done only a little digging and
provide here some of the most significant scientists to
visit St. Helena.



Astronomer Edmond Halley observed the transit of
Mercury and the stars of the southern hemisphere on St.
Helena from 1677 onwards. Here he realized that a
similar transit of Venus could be used to measure the
size of the solar system. During his voyage he also
improved the sextant and made observations of the
ocean and atmosphere



In a perfect example of Sir Isaac Newton’s famous adage
“if I have seen a little further it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants”; the astronomer, Neville Maskelyne,
came to observe the Transit of Venus in 1761. An
extremely important observation which allowed more
accurate estimations of the distance to the Sun and
hence the scale of the solar system. This in turn
improved the accuracy of astronomical tables and in
particular those predicting the motion of the Moon.
Maskelyne became Astronomer Royal from 1765 ’till his
death in 1811.



Manuel Johnson spent 5 years on St. Helena (18281833), was the President of the Royal Astronomical
Society (1857-1858) and catalogued “606 principle fixed
stars in the Southern Hemisphere”

Ladder Hill Observatory



Charles Darwin visited in 1836 on his round the world
voyage on the “Beagle”. He used his observations here
to formulate a hypothesis that: “volcanoes rise by slow,
gradual and episodic events” (published in 1844 in his
book “Geological Observations on the volcanic islands
and parts of South America visited during the voyage of
H.M.S. Beagle).



The astronomer Sir Edward Sabine (with help in
succession from Lefroy, Smyth and Clark) was sent here
to set up a magnetic observatory at Longwood in 1840,
this being one of three, the other two sites being
Toronto (Canada) and the Cape. Sabine was active in
magnetic studies and would no doubt have been
interested in the surveys carried out here earlier this
month, his scientific aims were to understand “the
cosmical features of terrestrial magnetism”. Perhaps
why St Helena attracts so many people with magnetic
personalities?! (GROAN)



What I hope to highlight in describing these famous
scientific figures and their connection to the island is to
point to the unique opportunities for the enquiring mind
that are present on St. Helena. Dark Sky status and a
resurgence in astronomy could bring the next Halley or
Maskelyn to the island or help to produce the next great
astronomer from the Saint population. The likelihood of
St. Helena being involved in the vital conservation of
the marine environment in the future decades is almost
certain and I enjoy imagining that some of my pupils
will be the people making decisions and carrying out the
work that will preserve and protect that vital ecosystem
and natural resource.



There are many young Saint Scientists already out in the
wider World carrying out important work and providing
present day role models for the next generation. Many
of the speakers at the conference are from St. Helena,
including:



Dr Jason Yon: originally a post school scholarship
student, he is one of the participants in the conference
and he lectures in Electromechanical Systems at the
University of Bristol.



Shayla Ellick studied originally under the post school
scholarship then returned to the island working with the
environment then returned to UK to complete her
Masters. Shayla currently works on a large scale local
conservation project which is outlined on her
conference profile.



Sasha Bargo returned to island after post school
scholarship award having obtained a degree in
Environmental Conservation and Ecology at Sparsholt
College and is now working with National Trust.



Rebecca Lawrence has recently qualified as a
Veterinarian and currently working in a Veterinary
Practice in UK.



Kerry Lawrence left under post school scholarship
originally to do her Degree in Biology and went on to
work here as the Science Adviser for all schools. Then
went to Ascension Island to teach and then back here
now.



Petrina Williams qualified as a Medical Doctor and is last
known to be practising in the Isle of Wight.

There are a lot of other past pupils of Prince Andrew school
who are currently still studying at University’s around the
World. They all needed “a good scientific background” to
pursue studies which they may then use as a foundation for
pursuing careers to the benefit of St Helena.



Citizen science is the involvement of the public in
scientific research – whether community-driven
research or global investigations. The Citizen Science
Association unites expertise from educators, scientists,
data managers, and others to power citizen science.



The Citizen Science Alliance (CSA) is a collaboration of
scientists, software developers and educators who
collectively develop, manage and utilise internet-based
citizen science projects in order to further science
itself, and the public understanding of both science and
of the scientific process. These projects use the time,
abilities and energies of a distributed community of
citizen scientists who are our collaborators.



We will be hoping to introduce Citizen Science into the
St. Helenian culture through a number of projects such
as the aquarium and marine litter bin idea.



St. Helena has huge potential as a model for sustainable
living; a basic grounding in science can help to provide
the foundations of a society able to appreciate and
maintain sustainability whilst moving forward with the
rest of the World.



It is with no doubt in my mind that I conclude that the
decision makers of the future of St. Helena will include
Saint Scientists and science.

